Letter to the Editor

Using red clump stars to correct the Gaia DR1 parallaxes
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Abstract

Recent results have suggested that there is tension between the Gaia DR1 TGAS distances and the distances obtained using luminosities determined by eclipsing binaries or asteroseismology on red giant stars. We use the $K_s$-band luminosities of red clump stars, identified and characterized by asteroseismology, to make independent distance estimates. Our results suggest that Gaia TGAS distances contain a systematic error that decreases with increasing distance. We propose a correction to mitigate this offset as a function of parallax that is valid for the Kepler field and values of parallax that are less than $\sim 1.6$ mas. For parallaxes greater than this, we find agreement with previously published values. We note that the TGAS distances to the red clump stars of the open cluster M67 show a high level of disagreement that is difficult to correct for.
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1. Introduction

The Gaia mission promises trigonometric parallaxes for approximately $10^9$ stars with precisions of tens of micro arcseconds. The first data release (DR1) – the Tycho-Gaia Astrometric Solutions sample (Michalik et al. 2015; Gaia Collaboration 2016, hereafter TGAS) – is based on only 14 months of data and provides parallax estimates for some 2 million stars. Initial comparisons have suggested that the TGAS sample contains a systematic offset of approximately $\sim 0.25$ mas (Stassun & Torres 2016; Jao et al. 2016), or that no correction is required (Lindegren et al. 2016; Sesar et al. 2016). Here we test the TGAS parallaxes using a sample of stars observed by the NASA Kepler mission that provide a useful probe of the far end of the distance scale in the Kepler field of view.

De Ridder et al. (2016, hereafter DeR16) have recently shown that there is a tension between the astrometric distances of the TGAS sample and asteroseismically determined distances of red giants from Rodrigues et al. (2014, hereafter R14). A linear fit of the asteroseismic parallaxes to the TGAS parallaxes returns a slope that is significantly different from unity, and an intercept that is significantly different from zero. We have replicated the DeR16 result in Fig. 1 using an orthogonal distance regression (ODR, Boggs & Rogers 1990), and find comparable results. It has been suggested by DeR16 that the above departures indicate that either the TGAS parallaxes are biased; or that asteroseismic parallaxes are compromised by incorrect interstellar extinction corrections and/or poorly known bulk metallicities, which would introduce systematics in the estimated stellar luminosities.

Here, we have tested the TGAS and asteroseismic distance scales independently by studying a subset of the stars from DeR16, specifically those stars that have been robustly identified by asteroseismology as red clump (designated RC) and asymptotic giant branch (AGB), and secondary red clump (SC) stars. We also added a further six RC stars from the open cluster M67, which have asteroseismic detections (Stello et al. 2016) in data collected by the re-purposed Kepler Mission, K2.

We make use of an important property of the RC stellar population – specifically that RC stars have more or less the same luminosity (e.g., Cannon 1970; Paczyński & Stanek 1998) – to validate the estimated distances. As shown by Salaris & Girardi (2002) and Girardi (2016), the $K_s$-band minimizes the intrinsic differences in the luminosities of RC stars due to differences in their metallicities. Residual changes due to variations in stellar masses, ages, and evolution along the He-burning phase remain at the level of $\lesssim 0.2$ mag. The main limitation in the use of RC stars as distance indicators stems from the difficulty in identifying them among the wider red giant population (with the exception of ensembles of stars located at similar distances, e.g., in clusters, the Galactic bulge, or nearby galaxies). This limitation
Gaia can unambiguously discern RC from SC and RGB or AGB stars has now been overcome thanks to asteroseismic constraints that can unambiguously discern RC from SC and RGB or AGB stars (Bedding et al. 2011). Hence RC stars can be used to test Gaia distances.

2. The asteroseismic constraints

Asteroseismology provides two key sets of constraints that may be used as independent ways of inferring distances:

- Radii of red giant stars can be estimated from the average asteroseismic parameters that characterize their acoustic oscillation spectra: the so-called average large frequency separation, and the frequency corresponding to the maximum observed oscillation power. Red giants, which show these solar-like oscillations, may therefore be used as accurate distance indicators, just as in the case of eclipsing binaries; the distance to each red giant may be estimated from the absolute luminosity, which is obtained from the asteroseismically determined radius (for example from asteroseismic scaling relations) and $T_{\text{eff}}$ (e.g., Miglio et al. 2013).

- Thanks to the frequencies of dipolar gravito-acoustic modes we can discern pristine RC stars among the zoo of red-giant stars (Bedding et al. 2011). We note that these inferences are independent of the constraints used to determine radii (and hence distances). Once RC stars are identified, their distances may be determined given their intrinsic luminosity.

RC stars in the solar neighborhood are expected to have similar intrinsic $K_s$-band luminosities (to within ~0.2 mag). Therefore, we anticipate a RC-coherent, extended feature in a diagram showing distance and apparent luminosity. This feature would show the expected distance dependence subject to some scatter or offset from the effects of reddening (photometric-band dependent), stellar multiplicity, and the intrinsic scatter of RC luminosities.

We adopt a set of asteroseismic distances calculated using a model-independent method, that is, using the asteroseismic scaling relations (e.g., Miglio et al. 2013); they are tabulated as the “distances from direct method” in the online data provided by R14. This method assumes no knowledge of the evolutionary state of the star and being model-independent does not force the estimated luminosities to some assumed RC value. This ensures that we have an independent estimate of luminosity for each star to use as a test of the assumption that the RC has a low scatter in luminosity.

We selected our RC sample using an asteroseismic classification (Elsworth et al. 2016) that exploits the diagnostic properties of dipole modes of mixed character, allowing one to discriminate between hydrogen-shell and helium core-burning red giant stars (Bedding et al. 2011). This classification has been shown to be robust in the identification of RC stars and is capable of separating out secondary clump stars and, with the addition of temperature from Pinsonneault et al. (2014), the horizontal branch stars.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the results of using a sample of RC stars as tests of the asteroseismic and astrometric distance scales. We calculate the theoretical dependence of the apparent $K_s$-band magnitudes of the RC stars on distance (and hence parallax, i.e., $\pi = 1000/d$, with $d$ in parsecs – in Fig. 2 the dashed red line) using:

$$m_{K_s}^\text{RC} = \mu_0 + M_{K_s}^\text{RC} + A_{K_s},$$

where $M_{K_s}^\text{RC}$ are apparent $K_s$ magnitudes obtained from the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Cutri et al. 2003; Skrutskie et al. 2006); $\mu_0 = 5 \log_{10}(d) - 5$ is the distance modulus; $A_{K_s}$ is the interstellar extinction in the $K_s$ band, determined from $E(B-V)$ reddening values from the 3D dust map by Green et al. (2015; derived from stars in the Pan-STARRS 1 survey) at the asteroseismic distance of a given star and we adopted an extinction-to-reddening ratio of $R_{K_s} = 3.55 \pm 0.1$ (Fitzpatrick 1999). The maximum value of $A_{K_s}$ from the Green et al. (2015) map of our RC sample is 0.08, with a mean of $A_{K_s} \approx 0.02$. $M_{K_s}^\text{RC}$ is the absolute $K_s$ band magnitude for the RC population (see Girardi 2016, and references therein); we adopted a median of the literature values presented in Girardi (2016), that is, $M_{K_s}^\text{RC} = -1.585 \pm 0.043$, where the uncertainty includes the RMS scatter between the different values. For the six RC stars added from the M67 cluster, we de-reddened the $K_s$ magnitudes using $E(B-V) = 0.041 \pm 0.004$ (Taylor 2007), and for the asteroseismic distance, we adopted the value given by Stello et al. (2016) of $d = 816 \pm 11$ pc.

In the left-hand panels of Fig. 2, the agreement of the asteroseismic parallax scale with the expected relation demonstrates that a sample of RC stars together with $m_{K_s}$ can be used to test the distance scale. There is, in contrast, a clear systematic error in the TGAS parallaxes versus distance, even given the large scatter.

For the M67 RC stars, we see noticeable differences in parallaxes when compared with the expected values. We note that while it is possible to suggest a correction to the TGAS parallaxes (see Sect. 4), it is difficult to see how a correction based solely on parallax or some measure of color could solve the problem presented by the M67 RC stars.

To check for the effects of extinction, binary, and RC population heterogeneity on the results, we have generated a synthetic
population with the properties expected of the Kepler population with the luminosity ratios close to unity, does the change in apparent distances (when using the \( K \) values; the colors indicate the TGAS parallaxes by Stassun & Torres (2016), adopting the ecliptic latitude the impact of unresolved binaries on the apparent \( K \) parallaxes is of the order of only a few percent. A large systematic error in extinction, the impact on the estimated a factor of two. The results of this test show that even with this poorly estimated extinction by changing the true extinction by \( 3 \) \( K \) magnitudes. As expected, for the small values of extinction expected here, band extinction has little effect on the inferred asteroseismic distances (when using the \( K \)). We investigated the impact of a \( \beta = 55° \pm 5 \) of the Kepler field-of-view. The inserts in the middle and bottom panels are violin plots of the distributions of the fractional differences and residuals, with the horizontal black lines giving the median values; the colors indicate the \( m_K \) magnitudes.

4. Suggested correction

Using the sample of RC stars, we propose a correction to the TGAS parallaxes. We find that the median offset between the TGAS parallaxes and the values predicted from Eq. (3.1) is very close to \(-0.1\) mas (in the sense that TGAS overestimates the distance), which is less than either the \(-0.39\) mas correction for the Kepler field ecliptic latitude or the bulk offset of \(-0.25\) mas given by Stassun & Torres (2016). However, we see the bias decrease at smaller parallaxes, and at parallaxes larger than \(-1.6\) mas, our correction is comparable to that of Stassun & Torres (2016).

Figure 4 shows the correction we propose that should be added to the TGAS parallaxes in the Kepler field as a function
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of the theoretical RC parallax, that is, the parallax that would be returned by an accurate estimate of the distance, \( \sigma_{\text{dist}} \):

\[
\Delta \sigma = \alpha + \gamma \times \sigma_{\text{dist}}.
\]

with parameters \( \alpha = -0.15 \pm 0.06 \), \( \gamma = 0.29 \pm 0.06 \), and a parameter correlation of \( r_{\alpha,\gamma} \approx -0.95 \). Uncertainties were estimated from the ODR. The correction may, in practice, be applied in an iterative manner. One begins by adopting \( \sigma_{\text{TGAS}} = \sigma_{\text{dist}} \) to compute a correction \( \Delta \sigma \) using Eq. (3.1), and hence a corrected parallax. This corrected parallax is then used as an input to Eq. (3.1) to compute a new correction, and an iterated corrected parallax. The process is repeated until good convergence is found (typically this requires only one or two iterations).

This correction is calibrated with \textit{Kepler} data and hence is strictly applicable to stars in the \textit{Kepler} field. If, as suggested by Stassun & Torres (2016), any correction of TGAS parallaxes should be a function of ecliptic latitude, then the correction could be extended to all stars at similar latitudes. Care should be taken if this correction is to be applied at different latitudes.

5. Conclusions

In this letter, we have used red clump (RC) stars as distance estimators to test the systematic error in the \textit{Gaia} DR1 TGAS sample. We have reproduced the results of De Ridder et al. (2016) showing there is a disagreement between the TGAS distances and asteroseismic distances. By testing both results against the RC distance scale we have demonstrated that the asteroseismic distances are in better agreement with the RC than the TGAS distances. The TGAS sample showed a median offset of approximately \(-0.1 \) mas (in the sense that TGAS overestimates the distance). We have also considered six RC stars with asteroseismic detections in the open cluster M67 but find discrepancies in the TGAS parallaxes that would be challenging to explain in terms of a color or spatially motivated systemic error.

We have proposed a correction to the TGAS parallaxes as a function of distance (as described by parallax). This correction is applicable to the \textit{Kepler} field-of-view at distances \( >500 \) pc, but could be used at similar ecliptic latitudes (\( \beta = 55^\circ \pm 5^\circ \)) following the findings of Stassun & Torres (2016). Care should be exercised when applying this correction to other latitudes should the TGAS bias be position dependent. The correction we find converges to the Stassun & Torres (2016) correction at parallaxes larger that \( \sim 1.6 \) mas, but is noticeably smaller at greater distances.

Our results then bridge the gap between both the previous works that favor a correction but are sensitive to nearby stars (Stassun & Torres 2016; Jao et al. 2016) and works that favor no correction but are sensitive to more distant stars (Lindegren et al. 2016; Sesar et al. 2016). We conclude that a correction to the TGAS sample is required but that this correction becomes negligible at distances greater than \( \sim 1.2 \) kpc.
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